
NON-FICTION
THE UNIVERSAL SENSE: HOW HEARING

,31SHAPES THE MIND
4.1`

by Seth S. Horowitz (2012), Bloomsbury, rrp $2799 ........

THERE IS NO SUCH thing as silence. "Anywhere
there is energy, including the depths of

111

intergalactic space, is a vibratory region...
none are totally silent," writes neuroscientist
Seth S. Horowitz. Even the "gravity-wave-induced
pulses" of black holes have been calculated to
sound something like a B flat, 57 octaves below
middle C, he writes.

In The Universal Sense, Horowitz delivers a harmonious love letter to the
ear that makes for a fascinating read. Often-humorous anecdotes - such as
a trip he and his wife, a sound artist, took to 'record' the Eiffel Tower, and
the alarm that their metres of cables and unusual electronics raised with
the local authorities - are intertwined with rich descriptions of the auditory
world. There are fascinating insights into everything from the physics of
sound, to the evolution of hearing, the neural processes and psychology of
listening, and even the potential use of noise as a weapon of war.

If nothing else, this book should encourage readers to unplug their
headphones or mute the ad jingles emanating from their TVs, and absorb
the sometimes quiet song, sometimes raucous cacophony of the natural
world, using a sense that has existed in some form almost since life began.

And yes, physics tells us that a falling tree does make a sound,
regardless of who is around to hear it, "but once a listener.., enters the
world," Horowitz writes, "everything changes". - Gemma Black

NON-FICTION
THE BEST AUSTRALIAN SCIENCE WRITING 2012
Edited by Elizabeth Finkel (2072), New South Books, $29.99
'BEST OF' ANTHOLOGIES are an intrinsically vexed
species of book. In signalling a year's standout
writing, such collections open themselves to
charges of exclusivity, omission and category-error.
To avoid these criticisms, most anthologies make
plain their selection criteria, process or editorial
agenda. In The Best Australian Science Writing 2072
these criteria are also associated with a prize - the
inaugural Bragg UNSW Press Prize for Science
Writing - for the best short, non-fiction essay on scientific themes, written
for a general audience. To these prerequisites, the editor Elizabeth Finkel
adds that writing should be "muscular" in tone, relevant "not only to the
curious layperson, but also politicians and policymakers".

The best pieces in this anthology diverge from Finkel's conditions.
Margaret Wertheim's "Under the Hood of the Universe" is a compelling
exploration of scientific imagination and eccentricity amid the new physics,
which, like Frank Bowden's "Under the Influence", weaves its story around
a biographical framework. Both speak to how science is animated by
individual creativity and resolve. Two, more personal, reflections by doctors
Pamela Douglas and Nick Miller are also worth singling out, as are pieces
by Ashley Hay on mosquitoes and Wendy Zuckerman on cockroaches.
The anthology contains many examples of strong science communication
in Australia as it thematically zooms from the astrological perspective to
histories of the body and health. - Rebecca Giggs
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NON-FICTION
ZOMBIE TITS, ASTRONAUT FISH AND
OTHER WEIRD ANIMALS
By Becky Crew (2012), NewSouth Publishing, $24.99
THE ENTRY POINT to Becky Crew's first
book steers you immediately into a kind of
parallel universe where a newt can make
a "tidy fortune as a venture capitalist" and
offspring eat their mothers. It's immediately
absorbing but a little disconcerting before you
realise where you are... and that happens to
be in the delightful meanderings of Crew's
imagination, where the imagery is fuelled
by a lifelong love of animals and a fascination with
zoology's most weird and wonderful.

You slip in and out of this bizarre, sometimes
adults-only, world as you journey through an
enchanting series of natural history narratives.

And it's this approach that makes
Zombie Tits so much more than
just another account of strange
creatures. The facts are all there
and so too are the details of the
researchers and journal articles
that have provided them - all
documented with the precision and
accessibility that are hallmarks of
the best science writers. But these
accounts have been turned into
the sort of reading joy that a well-
written book of short stories brings.

The zoology purists might find Crew's extreme
anthropomorphising a little hard to take. But to them
I'd say, let your guard down and your imagination run
wild, and revel in the gorgeously odd and sometimes
confronting realities of life on Earth. - Karen McGhee
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Melt-in-your-mouth silicon
by Elizabeth Finkel

THE SILICON CHIP has legendary durability,
but what if it could dissolve after its use-by
date? Imagine biodegradable iPhones, nanobots
reporting on oil spills then dissolving in the
muck, or patients with spinal injuries fitted with
chips that guide the rewiring of their nerves.

Now, an international team of scientists
has provided a proof of concept, reported in a
September 2012 issue of the journal Science.
They implanted a 2.5cm-long biodegradable
chip into a mouse, and it started to melt after
15 days. But not before the device raised the
skin temperature over that period by 5°C. Like a
localised fever, it was enough to kill bacteria and
viruses. In humans, implants such as this might
one day be used as a drug-free antibiotic in the
critical 15 days after injury.

But that's hardly the most exciting application
Bionic eye engineer Rylie Green, at Bionic Vision
Australia at the University of New South Wales
in Sydney, imagines chips that could guide
the repair of damaged spinal cords. Electrical
pulses delivered through 'sieve electrodes' are
already used experimentally to stimulate and
guide growing nerves. To be useful clinically,
these sieve electrodes would need to melt away.
"Nerve guides are the obvious place for this
degradable technology," suggested Green.

Arthur Lowery, an electrical engineer and
director of Monash Vision Group at Monash
University in Melbourne, envisions a boon to
spying and defence technologies. "Imagine
a bug or camera that can be swallowed on
capture", or a drone that dissolves if it falls
into enemy hands.

A soluble silicon chip sounds like a

contradiction in terms. A standard chip will last
a thousand years before wearing away. But it
dissolves in water at the very slow rate of a few
nanometres a day. The trick, then, is to make
silicon chips less than 100 nanometres thick.
"There are ways to slice silicon in incredibly thin
geometries so that you reduce - by many orders
of magnitude - the total amount of material
that has to dissolve, but at the same time it's
thick enough that you can build reliable, high-
performance transistors," explained co-author
John Rogers, a bioengineer at the University
of Illinois, USA. To manufacture circuitry like
the antenna that allows for wireless control
of the implant, the researchers used soluble
magnesium rather than insoluble metals such as
zinc or copper.

The functioning chip is protected by wrapping
it in another legendary material - strong, flexible
silk. By varying the constitution and thickness
of the silk, researchers control the rate at which
it dissolves and the working life of the device.
Ultimately, the silk wrapper and the silicon
circuit dissolve without a trace - in the reported
case, after about a month.

"In the future, we envision 'electronically
enhanced organs'. For instance, imagine an
ultrathin, stretchy 'electronic pericardium'
that wraps the heart, and is able to measure
arrhythmias in their very earliest stages, and
then eliminate them before they evolve into a
serious health problem," said Rogers.

Achieving 'enhanced organs' may take a while
But perhaps by the time iPhone 10 comes out,
those waiting in the queues can just dump their
old phones in the compost bin - guilt free.
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Quantum bits made
with silicon chips
by Gemma Black

COMMERCIAL-SCALE quantum
computing - which could give your
average PC the grunt of a supercomputer
- is one step closer. In a major advance,
researchers have generated a new type
of quantum 'bit that uses the electronic
tech of choice - silicon chips.

Quantum bits, or qubits, have been

created using other materials, such as

diamond, and in superconductors and
vacuum-based 'ion traps'. The new
single-atom qubit in silicon, described
in the journal Nature in September 2012,

will offer better commercialisation and
scalability for quantum computers in the
future, said the researchers responsible
for the advance, from the University of
New South Wales (UNSW) in Sydney.

"Until maybe five years ago, there was
a lot of scepticism towards this," said
co-author Andrea Morello, a quantum
physicist at UNSW. "Now we've done it,

and the mood is changing."
To create the qubit, the group used

microwaves to manipulate the quantum
spin state of an electron, which can be
either 'up' or 'down' or both at once,
called a 'superposition'.

Achieving this in silicon, the global
industrial standard for electronics, was
key. "The whole philosophy of this centre
has been to use this technology platform
that already has trillions of dollars
invested in it and massive manufacturing
plants," said co-author Andrew Dzurak,
professor in nanoelectronics at UNSW.

In this artist's impression,
microwaves (blue) are used to
'write' data on the electron spin
of a phosphorus atom (redsphere
surrounded by electron cloud;
arrow shows the spin direction).
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